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Executive Summary
Reconciliation is a broad and complex notion that can mean different things to different people
at different times. For this reason, the Advisory Panel included a diverse group of community
representatives who together examined the meaning and impact of reconciliation for the
Victoria area. The day was a powerful opportunity for participants to connect with each other,
build new relationships and share their own unique stories and perspectives in relation to
reconciliation.
Through three facilitated sessions, participants explored several key themes.
Relationship Building: Reconciliation is, at its core, about building mutually respectful
relationships and being genuinely accountable in those relationships.
Curated Resources: A database of “reconciliation resources” should be assembled and actively
maintained. This database could include learning materials on:





the concept of reconciliation
the history of the local territory and of colonization in Canada
a list of Indigenous individuals or agencies able to engage with and offer
programming around reconciliation
a cultural safety toolkit created by Indigenous community with information on how
non-Indigenous individuals or agencies can engage with Indigenous communities in
a good way

Creating Safety for Diverse Voices: Simply inviting diverse voices to the table isn’t enough. We
need to actively make the conversations safe for different people with varying experiences and
personal backgrounds in order to make those invitations meaningful. Additionally, it is
important to examine why some voices are at the table and others are not and determine ways
to make spaces safer and more welcoming for those who aren’t yet at the table.
Opportunities to Gather and Connect: Opportunities need to be created for gatherings about
reconciliation. Through these gatherings, participants can build connections across a wide
range of organizations and broaden the network of allies committed to taking on strong
commitments to reconciliation.
Questioning Norms and Re-Imagining Mainstream Systems: Reconciliation isn’t about
throwing more resources or projects at a problem while fundamentally maintaining business as
usual. Meaningful steps towards reconciliation necessitates a deeper reflection into systems
and systems changes, allowing for the evolution of new norms.
Uplifting and Centering Indigenous Voices: We need to make sure that Indigenous voices are at
the table and that Indigenous people are given the opportunity to lead conversations and be
heard and learned from. To do this, we need to equip Indigenous people with the skills needed
to speak their truth and guide this work.
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Session One: Background of the Victoria Urban
Reconciliation Dialogue
Session One was the VURD Steering Committee’s opportunity to provide Gathering participants
with a background on the VURD, including how it started, it’s most recent activities, and its
current membership. As co-chairs of the Steering Committee, Ron Rice (Executive Director of
the Victoria Native Friendship Centre) and Stuart Gale (Coast Regional Executive Director,
Ministry of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation) provided opening remarks, followed by a
presentation from Tanya Clarmont (Director of Human Resources and Management Supports,
Victoria Native Friendship Centre), a representative of the VURD Working Group.
As an overview, in March 2018, urban Indigenous community agencies, community members
including an Elder and an artist, and representatives from the federal, provincial and some local
municipal governments gathered at the Victoria Native Friendship Centre in response to the
shared desire to begin an Urban Reconciliation Dialogue. From this gathering a Steering
Committee was formed to advance the conversation and enable ongoing dialogue within the
community. The November 26th Advisory Panel Gathering was the next step in the process,
facilitating an opportunity to widen the conversation and bring a more comprehensive range of
voices into the dialogue. The next milestone will be a larger community gathering, bringing
additional voices into the fold and building on the outcomes and ideas expressed at the
Advisory Panel Gathering. To view the full background presentation from the VURD Steering
Committee please see Appendix C.

Session Two: Themes in Reconciliation
Session Two was designed to foster conversations on various themes in reconciliation, and was
centered around five guiding questions:
1. How can we support and uplift urban indigenous voices in reconciliation work?
2. How can we leverage the power and capacity of allies in reconciliation work?
3. In what ways can education be used to enhance the reconciliation dialogue in the
Victoria area?
4. How can we effectively engage diverse communities in reconciliation processes,
conversations and actions in an ongoing way?
5. What tangible actions and resources are needed to advance reconciliation in the Victoria
area?
Gathering attendees began by selecting a question and taking a seat at the corresponding
station. After twenty minutes of discussion at their table, participants were asked to choose a
different question and move to its corresponding table. This process was repeated three times,
allowing everyone to participate in three different conversations.
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The following table summarizes the key themes that arose in discussions at each world cafe
station.
Station 1: How can we support and uplift urban Indigenous voices in reconciliation work?
Necessity of funding and resources
A too-common barrier to engagement is a lack of resources to support participation.
Invitations to participate are not enough; to meaningfully enable participation, resources
must be ready and available to back up the invitation:
 “Additional funding is required to uplift and amplify Elders’ voices."
 "It’s one thing to be invited to participate, but another thing to actually be able to
participate. We often can’t participate because we don’t have the resources."
Indigenous engagement and representation in mainstream governing bodies
Some participants identified a need for more active support and outreach to encourage
Indigenous people to vote. Other participants suggested that there should be representation
of Indigenous voices on municipal councils.
 “Include specific seats on Municipal Councils for Indigenous peoples."
 "Who is encouraging Indigenous people to vote? How can we encourage that?"
A counter perspective was also aired on this topic, claiming that instead of focusing on
Indigenous representation in a foreign system, the focus should be on uplifting and upholding
Indigenous ways of leading and governing:
 “We should be looking to Indigenous ways of re-imagining things rather than trying to
shove a square peg into a round hole. Having an Indigenous rep on city council is
working in a different system - not upholding Indigenous ways of doing and leading.”
Creating safe and accessible spaces for gathering and sharing stories
Participants spoke to the importance of creating spaces to gather and hold these
conversations that feel safe for Indigenous people and people with varying experiences,
resources, barriers, etc.:
 "To bring in Indigenous voices, we need culturally safe spaces. The VNFC Elders room,
for example, is comfortable and safe. It feels really good."
 "Recognize that people who have experienced trauma want to be heard and need safe
spaces and opportunities to share their stories."
 "A barrier to holding gatherings is often not having a space. How can we have our
voices heard when we have no place to gather?"
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Relationship
A focus on meaningful, healthy relationship-building can be an effective way to approach
reconciliation work:
 "Focusing on building mutually respectful relationships helps to make this tangible,
instead of a broad theoretical concept of reconciliation that can be hard to grasp."
Be attentive to the diversity of Indigenous voices
In discussing ways to uplift Indigenous voices, participants spoke to the diversity within
Indigenous communities and the importance of ensuring that all voices are heard:
 "Empower and centre all Indigenous voices, not just the ones who speak in the most
articulate form, but also more vulnerable and marginalized voices. Use our collective
capacity to amplify those voices and ensure they are at the table."
 "Hear youth voices and take them seriously. Youth feel patronized. We need to change
that. We need to ensure they feel true purpose and meaning in these conversations
and not treat them like a ‘problem’ that can just be solved with new ‘programming’."
 “Recognize the difference in needs of urban and on-reserve populations."
Deeper re-imagining of how things are done
Participants identified a need for a deeper examination and re-imagining of mainstream
mindsets and systems in order to meaningfully support and honour Indigenous voices:
 "We need to have the courage to follow through with recommendations we get from
the communities we are trying to serve. Are we prepared to stand up and reimagine
things? It is about changing our mindset."
 “We need to 'Change our container’... examine our expectations of how things should
look. Pull apart our organizational processes, dissect privilege and examine personal
practices. Shift the expectations of people in the room."
Station 2: How can we leverage the power and capacity of allies in reconciliation work?
Education
Participants highlighted the necessity of ongoing educational opportunities in order to bring
in new allies as well as to deepen awareness and understanding of those who are already
‘allies’:
 "Education around the truth and history of colonization at the institutional level, sector
level, community level, individual level."
 “There is a distinction between engaging the power and capacity of people who are
already ‘allies’ (already interested, engaged, ready to come to the table) and people
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who aren’t. Everyone is a potential ally. How do we reach and bring in new allies?
Education is a starting point for bringing in new allies."
Connecting with local First Nations
Participants identified the importance of connecting with and taking guidance from local First
Nations, but also noted that allies often don’t know how to do this or where to begin:
 "Allies often struggle to figure out how to connect with First Nations of this land"
 "It would be helpful to know, from the local First Nations perspective, who are existing
allies in the area? What are they doing? From the perspective of local First Nations,
what is working?"
Allies taking responsibility for other allies
While acknowledging that it is important for allies to take guidance and leadership from
Indigenous people, participants also spoke to the responsibility that allies have to take their
own initiative in educating themselves and other allies:
 "It is not Indigenous peoples’ responsibility to teach allies. Allies have to do their own
homework, seek the truth and teach other allies."
Building connections, enabling collaboration
Conversations pointed to the importance of bringing different groups and individuals
together and finding ways to connect existing initiatives:
 "There are many groups and individuals seeking opportunities to engage in dialogues
such as this and waiting for reconciliation opportunities to participate in, looking for a
place to start. How do we link people into these processes?"
 “We need ways for allies to get together and share and network amongst each other."
Improved coordination and accessibility of existing initiatives and resources
Participants spoke to the fact that many different individuals, groups and organizations are
developing resources to support reconciliation processes and that alignment and
coordination of resources would add value and broaden their reach:
 "There are resources in the wider community that align with the goals of this process.
We need to build more connections/alignment between existing resources across
organizations."
 "There is a range of resources and training opportunities that currently exist. There are
many institutions/organizations that are offering training to staff and volunteers. It
would be useful to coordinate and connect learning opportunities."
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Deeper re-imagining of mainstream ways of doing things
Some participants named that a need for a deeper examination and re-imagining of
mainstream mindsets and systems is a central, but often overlooked, aspect of engaging in
meaningful allyship:
 "The government attitude towards reconciliation often focuses on just adding more
resources. But for those resources to be meaningful in reconciliation there also needs
to be work done to change attitudes and unquestioned assumptions about what their
role is and what the future looks like."

Applying a reconciliation lens to all that we do
While reconciliation is often thought of as an additional project to be addressed through
specific initiatives, participants suggested that it should be thought of as a lens that can and
should be applied to all the work we do:
 "At the outset of any new project we need to be applying a reconciliation lens. This
should inform and shape all of the work we do."
Station 3: In what ways can education be used to enhance the reconciliation dialogue in the
Victoria area?
Utilizing more Indigenous resources, experts, educators, facilitators, etc.
Participants spoke to the importance of centering and actively seeking Indigenous voices in
reconciliation education:
 "When looking for resources how do we get into community, how do we find the
Indigenous people with varying talents and expertise?"
 "Elders are not being used enough or are being used incorrectly. They need to be
remunerated properly and the process for remunerating Elders needs to be simplified."
 "Elders need to be respected, listened to and we need to recognize their competence."
 "Training for Indigenous people to host - enhance their leadership in reconciliation
conversations/dialogues/education."
Further incorporation of reconciliation topics into the public education system
Participants discussed ways that the public education system can be further leveraged to
enhance education for reconciliation:
 "Start teaching about colonization earlier in the school systems so that children know
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the true history. i.e. preschool environments."
"Bring Elders into classrooms and bring students into Indigenous communities.
Recognize the value and impact of learning from being in the community."

Leveraging educational opportunities outside of the school system
While the school system is an obvious location for education, participants pointed out that it
is important not to overlook other organizations/institutions that can be utilized for their
educational capacities:
 “Can we create Train the Trainer modules so that facilitators can be inserted into
various institutions? e.g. Rotary Club?"
 "Museums can be a great point of contact with the general public and can be a
powerful teaching location. But there is a general lack of resources and knowledge
within museums regarding reconciliation."
Making existing resources more accessible
Participants suggested ways to coordinate existing resources to make them more accessible
and effective in facilitating educational opportunities:
 "Create a database of learning resources and build a list of Indigenous Agencies,
Cultural leaders, Elders etc. that people can access for education opportunities.
Somewhere like the VNFC could be the hub for a list/database."
 "Conduct an environmental scan to see what resources exist. Compile these resources
in a cohesive and centralized way to remove barriers to access - so that people aren't
searching from scratch every time."
Transcend the facts and figures
Participants noted that education for reconciliation has to be about more than just learning
the facts. Education has to happen in such a way that people are brought into the topic in a
more embodied way:
 "Look at head vs. heart learning - it is one thing to know something in your head, it’s
another thing to know it in your heart."
 "Education needs to include learning to understand and explore individual roles and
impacts."
 "Education for reconciliation is not just a history lesson - it needs to be more
interactive, more engaged."
 "Education for reconciliation needs to be about decolonizing our mindsets.
Decolonizing our vocabularies and understandings. Not only ‘learning’, but also
‘unlearning’."
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Understanding education from an Indigenous perspective
Participants noted that the concept of education from an Indigenous perspective does not
usually follow western educational norms:
 “Education for reconciliation needs to recognize and address the fact that Indigenous
peoples often learn in a different way – circular vs. linear”
Station 4: How can we effectively engage diverse communities in reconciliation processes,
conversations and actions in an ongoing way?
Identifying the ‘diverse’ communities in Victoria
In discussing how to engage diverse communities, participants identified a number of distinct
groups that constitute key components of the Victoria area population:
 All genders
 Various age groups - people in different stages of life likely bring different starting
points of awareness/understanding
 Indigenous people - urban and reserve communities
 Non-Indigenous people - those who are already ‘allies’ and those who are yet to come
to the table
 Immigrant/newcomer populations
 Various faith groups
 Arts communities
 Sports communities
 Incarcerated, street involved, and other marginalized groups that see disproportionate
representation of Indigenous people
Engaging Indigenous vs. non-Indigenous people
A significant portion of the discussion explored various aspects and considerations in the
differences between engaging Indigenous and non-Indigenous people in reconciliation
processes, conversations and actions:
 “How do we support both groups to come together in healthy and productive ways?"
 “Building resilience in discomfort - how do we support people (allies and potential
allies) to feel the discomfort that is inevitable without disengaging?
 "How do we support more Indigenous people to be empowered to bring their voices
when it feels scary or uncomfortable?
Engaging newcomer Canadians
Participants identified the huge potential that immigrant/newcomer populations have to
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offer as potential allies, and the barriers that often inhibit that engagement:
 "Newcomer Canadians often have strong cultural alignment with Indigenous
communities as well as well as shared histories of oppression/dispossession, making
for a strong foundation for meaningful allyship."
 “Better education is needed to help newcomer Canadians understand the reasons why
there is so much suffering in Indigenous communities - meaningful education on
Canadian history to help understand the cycles of trauma that are at play."
Bring the conversations to where people are comfortable and feel safe
Participants emphasized the importance of bringing these conversations into a diversity of
spaces, rippling out the impacts of gatherings such as this one:
 “Let’s take these circles everywhere - spread the conversations further."
 “To engage marginalized communities, we need to bring the conversations to them,
hold dialogues in spaces where they are comfortable and at home."
 “Could create resources that people can use to bring these conversations into their
home - inspired by 'program in a basket’ concept, or 'pop-up libraries’."
Building and leveraging relationships and connections
Discussions on this topic highlighted the importance of actively building relationships and
connections across groups/communities/organizations:
 “Everything is interconnected and that is an importance thing to remain cognizant of
in reconciliation endeavours - be accountable to the interconnected nature of our
distinct communities."
 “Don’t let the system put us into silos and not reach out to the hands that are there to
help."
Creating safe spaces for conversation and engagement
Participants discussed the importance of nurturing safe and supportive environments for
difficult discussions and suggested some key ideas:
 “Elder inclusion often helps people to feel safe."
 “Being good listeners, bringing compassion and empathy, bring humility and an
awareness of you lens and biases."
 “Respect the diversity of individual experiences."
Make local history, local Nations, and Indigenous language more present and visible
Participants suggested that increasing visibility of local Indigenous history, culture and
languages would support more active and ongoing engagement from a wider range of the
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population:
 “Would like to see more visual representation of who ‘we’ (urban Indigenous people)
are in the urban landscape."
 “More Indigenous language should be visible within urban spaces."
 “There should be more acknowledgement and celebration of Indigenous culture,
history, and present-day experience in mainstream media."
Station 5: What tangible actions and resources are needed to advance reconciliation in the
Victoria area?
The following is a list of ideas that were generated through this conversation, organized by
key themes:
Toolkits/resources for organizations
 “Make a toolkit for organizations to support meaningful engagement with Indigenous
community. (Toolkit made by Indigenous community)”
 “'Reconciliation 101’ resource (introduction).”
Greater representation of Indigenous people and culture within the institutions that are
serving them
 “Making public buildings welcoming to Indigenous people”
 "Commitment to implementing an Indigenous recruitment strategy for all levels of
government."
 “Cool Aid Society recognizes the over representation of Indigenous people experiencing
homelessness, so they create more Indigenous spaces including cultural supports etc.
to reflect the population they are serving."
Cultural Safety trainings
 “Review Cultural Safety Training - is it changing people’s thinking?”
 “Make sure more people (Public Service Agency Staff, Municipal Staff, Educators) go
through Cultural Safety Training as a requirement of employment. Especially team
leaders.”
Build Elder capacity and support Elder engagement
 “Project to identify Elders and help build capacity for Elders to be able to consult with
government.”
Re-evaluating justice measures
 “Development of alternative justice measures specific to Victoria.”
 “Re-examine risk assessment tools for justice from an Indigenous perspective and
conduct greater community consultation on those tools.”
Other suggestions:
 “Calling upon organizations and businesses to adopt UNDRIP and TRC
recommendations in their own practices.”
 “Taking the time to be more inclusive (which requires more money and resources).”
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“Training to understand and implement the Aboriginal Policy and practice framework
(APPF).”
“Indigenous law field study school - recognizing Indigenous ways of knowing and
justice.”

Session Three: Roles of Indigenous People and Allies in
the Reconciliation Process
Session Three was divided into two activities, beginning with three group discussions running
concurrently and finishing with a self-reflection activity. The group discussions focused on two
guiding questions:
1. What are the unique strengths and resources of Indigenous people and of allies in terms
of how they can contribute to reconciliation?
2. What are the unique challenges and/or barriers for Indigenous people and for allies in
terms of how they can contribute to reconciliation?
The following table provides an overview of the themes and ideas that arose in these
discussions.
Challenges and barriers
Common to both Indigenous people and allies:
 Lack of resources/support to enable participation - e.g. childcare.
 Lack of information or awareness about shared resources that are available.
 Language barriers for those with first languages other than English.
 The use of inaccessible language and terms (e.g. use of acronyms and ‘academic’
terminology that many people don’t understand). Language needs to be simple,
accessible and inclusive.
 Lack of attention and support given to enable vulnerable populations (those trapped
in cycles of violence, trauma and addiction) to meaningfully contribute and have their
voices heard.
 Entrenched norms and systems used in mainstream organizations and institutions are
a barrier to decolonization. It is hard to change course and build institutional
accountability.
 Mainstream education system unwilling to open up to different ways of learning.
 Systems we are embedded in stifle change and new ways of thinking.
 Colonial funding practices (timelines, constraints, government funding cycles) don’t
reflect or support the needs of reconciliation
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Specific to Indigenous people:
 Lack of accessible avenues and platforms to unify the Indigenous voice in the urban
setting
 Breaking down pre-existing structural barriers for the next generation of Indigenous
children
Specific to Allies:
 General lack of understanding or effective organizing around how to engage with the
Indigenous community. Need to improve these processes to save Indigenous people
from having to lay the groundwork over and over again.
 Allies are often hindered because they are too cautious to step into the space for fear
of making a mistake.
Strengths & Resources
Common to both Indigenous people and Allies:
 Everyone has the capacity to speak their truth, including acknowledging their privilege
and barriers
 People learn well from their peers and can be more persuaded by their peers
 Allies are generally growing in numbers - both Indigenous people and allies can
leverage strength in this burgeoning network
 There are an increasing number of toolkits available to enhance and support learning
and engagement
 Indigenous people & allies can work together to support cultural revitalization
Specific to Indigenous people:
 A history of resilience - always building a stronger voice
 Strength in communities - ways of taking care of each other and celebrating
community
 Language and culture
 Elder guidance and leadership
 Culturally innate desire to gather
 Long term vision and connection to the past and ancestors
 Knowledge of the land, cultural connection to and respect for the earth
 Historical knowledge of land and culture prior to colonization
 Intergenerational storytelling
 Strong roles for women in leadership
 Comfort with a holistic lens and way of thinking
Specific to Allies
 Can leverage their comfort in navigating Western society and structures to
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strategically support reconciliation efforts
Can model open-mindedness and the willingness to grow and change
Can use their privilege in positive and productive ways (e.g. amplifying other peoples’
voices). *Note that participants also named that privilege can often be a barrier to
meaningful engagement. *
Allies can play a unique role by engaging with and educating their peer groups,
challenge false presumptions that are often made about Indigenous peoples, and help
to build new allies (bring in people who are not yet engaged)
Allies often have greater access and sway within mainstream institutions - e.g.
municipal governments - which are important locations in which to be building
connections and buy-in

Ally Responsibilities
In exploring the challenges, barriers, strengths and resources for Indigenous people and for
allies, a number of thoughts and ideas emerged about the roles and responsibilities of allies
in reconciliation:
 Allies have a responsibility to listen and learn.
 Allies have a responsibility to actively build relationships and trust.
 Allies have a responsibility to educate themselves.
 Allies have a responsibility to challenge the false statements that many nonIndigenous people often make about Indigenous people.
 While non-Indigenous people should not be the only ones creating the solutions,
allies’ voices are important in educating their own communities.
 Allies have a responsibility to shift and align their priorities to meaningfully support
reconciliation.
 If there is not diverse representation allies can ask why and question what changes
need to be made in order to bring in greater diversity of voices.
 Allies have a responsibility to self-reflect and question norms.
Actions for reconciliation
Through these conversations, participants also identified some specific actions needed for
reconciliation:
 We need to move beyond preaching to the converted and do the hard work of
bringing in people who are not yet at the table.
 Need to teach people how to create safe dialogue and de-escalation techniques.
 Need find ways to help people connect the visible symptoms to historical impacts and
educate people on the ways that negative cycles are sustained.
 Need to build a sense of belonging within the reconciliation process.
 We should be actively supporting the journeys of those who are still discovering their
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heritage.
There should be more public acknowledgement of the harsh truths.

Self-Reflection Exercise
During this self reflection exercise participants were given a “Personal Reconciliation Plan”
worksheet and were asked to come up with personal commitments to reconciliation for
themselves, their community and their workplace. Participants were encouraged to take the
worksheet home with them, to share with their family, friends and coworkers. Some
participants did complete their worksheet at the Gathering and shared their responses with the
VURD facilitators. Please see Appendix F for the Personal Reconciliation Plan worksheet and for
participant responses.

Closing
The Victoria Urban Reconciliation Dialogue Advisory Panel Gathering was a powerful and
impactful day for everyone involved. By bringing together such a wide range of community
members new relationships were built, existing relationships were strengthened, and tangible
actions were identified that have the potential to support meaningful strides towards
reconciliation in the Victoria area.
In closing circle, the resounding sentiments expressed included: a sense of gratitude for the
opportunity to gather and build relationships; a sense of courage, invigoration and inspiration;
and a sense of momentum, readiness and commitment to carrying this work forward.
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Appendix A - Agenda
Victoria Urban Reconciliation Dialogue Advisory Panel Gathering
November 26, 2018
Victoria Native Friendship Centre Gymnasium
Agenda
8:00 am

Light Breakfast and Smudge

8:30 am

Welcome and Introductions

8:40 am

Opening Circle

9:30 am

Session 1: Background of the Victoria Urban Reconciliation Dialogue (Group
Plenary)

10:15 am

Health Break

10:30 am

Session 2: Themes in Reconciliation (World Café Session)

12:00 pm

Lunch

12:45 pm

Session 3: Roles of Indigenous people and Allies in the Reconciliation Process
(Group Dialogue and Self-Reflection)

2:15 pm

Health Break

2:30 pm

Session 4: Building Connections for Reconciliation (Networking)

3:15 pm

Closing Circle
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4:30 pm

Gathering Adjourns

Appendix B - Group Commitments
At the start of the gathering participants were asked to come up with a list of “Group
Commitments”, in the interest of creating a safe space for discussion and meaningful
relationship building. The commitments identified by gathering participants included:









Phones on silent
Respect all voices
Listen empathetically
Assume the best of intent
Bring your voice
Make space for others
Respect privacy and person stories
Ask for support and honour your own needs
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Appendix C - VURD Steering Committee PowerPoint
Presentation
Slide 1

Victoria Urban
Reconciliation Dialogue
Advisory Panel Gathering
Wifi Password: 2016Green

Slide 4

 Steering Committee membership is 14
people representing

Slide 2

 Victoria Native Friendship Centre (VNFC)
 Métis Nation of Greater Victoria (MNGV)
 City of Victoria

"SC"

 Indigenous Services Canada
 Ministry of Indigenous Relations and
Reconciliation (MIRR)
 Elders and artists

 A new coalition in first year of
development

"History"

 Capital Regional District

Terms of Reference allow for expansion

New Youth members will be invited to
next meeting, January 21, 2019

 Some structure in place to enable work

 Five (5) Steering Committee meetings
hosted since March 2018
 Today is the first gathering of the
Advisory Panel

Slide 5

Slide 3
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 Advisory Panel membership YOU
 Invitations directed by SC but agencies
could self select representation

"AP"

 The Advisory Panel will:
Provide strategic direction on
gathering the greater community

 What does Victoria encompass as a
term? Greater Victoria? CRD?

"Victoria"

 Territory and jurisdiction can be
challenging for both Indigenous
and non-Indigenous community

 Direct the creation of meaningful
grassroots reconciliation actions
 Enhance shared linkages among
participants

Slide 6

 CRD encompasses 10 First Nations, 13
municipalities, 3 electoral areas, 4
school districts

Slide 9

 Term could mean different things
 Looking to AP to say who, when, how

"Community"

 SC will strive to provide access and
opportunity for all community to be
heard and contribute by
 organizing community events

"Urban"

 providing strong external
communications

 What does urban mean? What are the
defining properties?
 Are the First Nations in Victoria urban
communities?

 being accountable and transparent
to the community they serve

Slide 7

"The
Dialogue"

Slide 8

Slide 10

 Victoria Urban Reconciliation Dialogue
 Why those words?

"Reconciliation"

Slide 11
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?

 A conversation

"Dialogue"

 An opportunity to connect about our
shared and different perspectives

 Initiating dialogue

"AP
Gathering"

 Validation of shared desire to engage
in dialogue; Indigenous peoples & allies
 Direction to when, how & who to gather
 Enhanced understanding of the Victoria
Urban Reconciliation Dialogue

Slide 12
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Appendix D - Self-Reflection Activities
During the day attendees were encouraged to participate in two self-reflection wall activities.
The activities were posted on the wall for the duration of the gathering, and participants could
include their own comments at any point during the day.
In the first wall activity, participants were given the opportunity to add their own definition of
reconciliation. The provided answers are included below:












Respectful relationships with the land and people in it
Relationship renewal
Relationship/connection - respect based on understanding
Truth telling and actions of support
Language revitalization
Justice - restorative programs
Revitalization of our Indigenous governing practices
Education - culturally and locally responsive
To be in relationship
Making authentic connections in community with a good heart and big ears to listen
Connection

In the second wall activity, participants were asked to include the names and contact
information for any individuals who should be participating in future VURD gatherings. The
provided answers are provided below:













Bernice Kamano
Dr. Lisa Gunderson - dronelove@gmail.com - Consultant/education - Tsartlip Tribal
School
Charles Campbell - Board Member - Open Space
Jen Vandepol - Art Gallery of Greater Victoria
Someone from the Canadian College of Performing Arts
MCFD Child Welfare Aboriginal Teams
Samantha Crocker - Deputy Director for Aboriginal Child Welfare - 604-970-0425 samantha.crocker@gov.bc.ca
Ricky-Lee Watts - rickyleewatts@gmail.com
Talen Rimmer - Non-Indigenous Student - rimmertalen@gmail.com
Jean-Paul Restoule - Indigenous Education Chair - UVic
Yvonne Houssin - Metis Youth / Events Coordinator - UVic/First Peoples House
yvonnehoussin@gmail.com
Anita Prest - professor at UVic - aprest@uvic.ca

Appendix E - List of Attendees
Individual
Yavhel Velazquez
Barbara Hulme
Virginia Treadwell
Blair Bellerose
Carey Newman
Cindy Hendrickson
David MacPherson
Don Evans
Erich Kelch
Ernie Quantz
Flossie Baker
Alysha Brown
Jerymy Brownridge
Kristy Charlie
Councillor Terri O'Keeffe
Mayor Geoff Orr
Ray McGuire
Ocean Dennie
Patrick Harriott
Linda Lucas
Rebecca Hass
Rob Parenteau
Ron Rice
Staff Sergeant Scott Treble
Shirley Alphonse
Souie Gorup
Stuart Gale
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Songhees First Nation
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Victoria Foundation
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Victoria Native Friendship Centre
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Appendix F - Self Reflection Activity: Personal
Reconciliation Plan
Self Reflection - Personal Reconciliation Plan
My commitments to reconciliation are:
Self
At home, I will…_____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Examples: Read a book by an Indigenous author, find out the name of the local First Nation,
learn about my own family’s cultural history, learn about the history of colonization, etc.
Community
In my community, I will…______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Examples: Attend the Sisters in Spirt Vigil, speak to my family members about what I learned
today, make sure my children know how to acknowledge traditional lands, attend a
reconciliation dialogue, attend an event at the Friendship Centre, etc.
Professional
At work, I will…______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________
Examples: Implement Indigenous relations competencies in hiring, create a reconciliation plan,
review programs and policies to see if they support cultural safety, collaborate earlier with
Indigenous partners on policy-decisions that impact them, etc.
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While participants were encouraged to take the Personal Reconciliation Plan worksheets home,
others did provide responses to use at the Gathering. Those responses are noted below:
Self – At home I will…








Practice hard conversations about racism and colonization
Encourage my family to become familiar with all aspects of reconciliation
Continue to read material such as a recent referral “Medicine Unbundled” in order to
educate & immerse myself
Talk with my family about this work
Spend more time studying the Truth & Reconciliation report
Will continue to read works by Indigenous authors, continue to listen and to learn from
the Elders I am interacting with, continue to uncover the stories of my people
Research and educate myself. Inform others and share when I can

Community – In my community I will…






Work to restore land and ecosystem health
Commit to raise awareness and improve understanding among residents.
Participate in ALL events/functions related to reconciliation, cultural awareness
Attend other circles and make time for new relationships and attend and support events
at the Friendship Centre
I will continue to teach cultural crafts, be a community representative, continue to be a
voice and a listener



Organize and help others learn and become aware of the history, goals, tangible actions
that can take place. Support any local Indigenous community
Professional – At work I will…











Aim to find respectful ways for Indigenous peoples to contribute to decision making at
the CRD and work with the CRD’s Statement on Reconciliation
Ensure we have community members on all hiring panels
Utilize the Indigenous competencies in framing interview questions
Bring forward initiatives (resolutions) such that local government is an active participant
in reconciliation.
Review internal policies & modify those that should encourage reconciliation
Encourage my staff to attend events & gatherings to offer their perspective on
reconciliation
engage our Board in dialogue re: reconciliation
Run every opportunity and project through the lens of reconciliation
ASK - what are the impacts and what are the opportunities?
Victoria Police:
o We have a new/draft Diversity, Inclusion & Respectful Workplace Strategy &
Action Plan
 We had input from the community and our employees from global cafes
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o

Will view it from a “reconciliation perspective” and ask, “is there more we can
do?” Will consult others.

Appendix G - Advisory Panel Gathering Questions for
Further Consideration
At the end of the Gathering participants were given a sheet of questions to bring home to
encourage continued reflection and conversation. The questions for further consideration are
included below.
1. What is your organization currently doing towards reconciliation?
2. What else could your organization do towards reconciliation?
3. Describe any written or long-term reconciliation commitments that your organization
has
4. Does your organization’s mandate accommodate dialogue around reconciliation?
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Appendix H - Transcribed Notes
Included below is a transcription of the full notes from the November 26 th VURD Advisory Panel
Gathering

SESSION 2 – Themes in Reconciliation
A series of small group discussions held through World-Café format.
Table 1: How can we support and uplift urban Indigenous voices in reconciliation work?
 Urban Indigenous Population o fastest growing sector
o 70% of Indigenous people are urban (Status, non-status, Metis, Inuit)
 Specific seats on council for Indigenous peoples. People on city councils (potentially
shift to another way of inclusion)
 Decolonize access to participation in civic meetings
 Listen more than talking
 Acknowledging more than prescribing
 Creating safe spaces (more accessible spaces, lack of space)
 People in authority need to know where to turn to help Indigenous people in need
(perhaps a need to develop those resources)
 Continue Indigenous artist in residence program (perhaps with Regional support)
 Get ourselves education
 Practical steps for all businesses and service providers (daily steps)
 Create cultural safety tool kit
 Invite participation of community associations (bring what capacity they have)
 Recognize the limitations of capacity within Indigenous communities
 Offer rather than ask for help
 Empowering and centering Indigenous voices. Provide training to enhance underserved
voices.
 Offer training for better listeners. Channels for all Indigenous voices. (not just the ones
who speak in the most articulate form)
 Use collective capacity to amplify those voices
 “Change our container” examine our expectation of how things should look,
proceed. Shift the expectation of people in the room
 Be prepared for uncomfortable “walk through fire”
 Pull apart organizational process, dissect privilege, examine personal practise
 Make it personal
 What youth need we will never be able to “program”. We often speak about
“programming” to address youth needs as if they are a “problem”
 We need the courage to own that we are, collectively, the problem
 Funding to uplift, amplify Elders voices
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City wide Indigenous Old Ones gathering
Recognize and honour the difference between “Youth Culture” and Indigenous culture
Learn more about and validate Indigenous world views
Address the difficult difference (contradiction) between what we uphold as societal and
Indigenous values and the Lived Experience of youth
Connection of the way we work with each other, in community and the way we begin to
work with the land. Relationship rather than dominion
Not enough housing on reserve. Some may choose not to live on reserve - need more
housing in urban areas
Within justice system - need to develop and maintain a mutually respectful relationship.
o Vulnerable communities end up having their children removed, so there is an
obligation to work with the Band.
o When dealing with Indigenous folks separated from their community it is hard to
look for a place to connect - to get the history and support.
o The justice system does not know where to look. The individual participating
would need an Elder there for example.
o If there are resources, they are not known. People in positions of authority need
to know where to turn.
o Can’t expect the local First Nations to take on this problem.
o More kids removed from families than should be and more Indigenous people in
custody than should be.
Need to have the courage to follow through with recommendations we get from the
communities we are trying to serve. Are we prepared to stand up and actually reimagine
things? It is about changing our mindset.

Indigenous voices in reconciliation
 We don’t hear enough from Indigenous people → Is it coming from us or from them?
 Need to find ways to invite local nations into VURD conversation. Go deeper into
grassroots.
 Encourage the community to have these conversations
 Ways to uplift voices beyond healing circles and smudging?
 Work together using social media
 Provide training to the Indigenous voices - empower Indigenous people, including more
vulnerable populations, to be at these tables
 Empowering and including voices of marginalized and vulnerable populations
o Growing up in foster care and in the urban environment you really have to work
hard to overcome barriers
o To bring in Indigenous voices, need culturally safe spaces – the VNFC Elders room
is very comfortable. It feels really good.
 Learning what a talking circle was. Coming from an institution to a
holistic.
 Elder voices
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We have a short time to capture the voices of the Elders in our communities.
Why not “adopt and Elder” → creating a fund that can be led by a working
group. If you don’t know what the issue are then we have a problem.
o Uplifting and amplifying Elders voices - let them adopt us. We learn so much just
being in their presence.
Youth voices
o There is a youth culture. Need to honour their needs.
o Youth feel patronized. Need to change that. Need to let them feel true purpose
and meaning.
o



Art - Artist in Residence
 Lyndsey Delaronde - Indigenous Artist in Residence for one year - was extended another
year, but the program isn’t continuing.
o The City of Victoria is running this, but not renewing the relationship. This is an
opportunity for tangible reconciliation action that is not being taken.
o Program was good for education → need it to be long term.
 CRD has arts development commitment. Speaker encourages others to do an application
- 3 different categories
 What if artists come together - e.g. Tait did Ogden Point - if any of the artists can be a
role model
 Artists offer their experience as much as they can - to help the base line education.
Land


This question doesn’t come up much in urban environments but need to question how
we look at the land. Indigenous people around 5% of the population. Conversation come
into topic of the land. The way we develop and use resources. Spinning our wheels a
little bit. Land is not property - it is a responsibility. How do we address that in urban
environment?

Political Representation
 Start an Indigenous led political party?
 Proportional representation will enable political voices to be better heard
 Who is encouraging Indigenous people to vote? How can we encourage that?
 City of Victoria should have an Indigenous representative for local communities. Council
looking at bringing in an Elder council seat for someone from local nation.
 Should be looking to Indigenous ways of re-imagining things rather than trying to shove
a square peg into a round hole. Having an Indigenous rep on city council is working in a
different system - not upholding Indigenous ways of doing and leading
Resources
 One thing to be invited to participate, but another thing to actually be able to
participate. Often can’t participate because we don’t have the resources.
 Funding model is old.
Systemic nature of colonization
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Systemic nature of colonization → how do we address that?
o Enabling Indigenous lead solutions to become the resources that Indigenous
people can turn to.
o Many times, people must go back to their communities.
o Urban and reserve have different needs
o Need to decolonize access to participation.

Relationships
 Disconnect between local nation and urban people.
o Within social justice and/or environmental work, important to build our
relationships with Indigenous voices especially in local Nations
 Every business and organization can ask themselves how they can do better to inform
themselves and establish more respectful relationships with Indigenous people
 Need education around how to engage with Indigenous population
 Mutually respectful relationships → focus on something tangible instead of broad
concept of reconciliation
Learning about local nations and protocols
 Many of use are far from our communities. From an Indigenous perspective, we need to
learn about protocols locally
Be better listeners
 Attended some events such as Orange Shirt Day event and 60s scoop event. People who
experienced trauma want to be heard - to have safe place and opportunities
o Need to create more opportunities for this.
o Need to be listening, really receiving what is being shared.
o A lot of healing happens with no agenda or set outcomes
 Offer training on how to actually listen to diverse voices.
 Be prepared to be uncomfortable
 There is a bridge that needs to be built → not to change the way that Elders speak, but
to change the way people are listening. We need to walk through a different door.
Spaces for gathering
 Barrier to holding gatherings like this is often not having a space. How can we have our
voices heard when we have no place to gather?
Looking internally
 Need to look internally at the ways we are still colonizing how things are done. Need to
look at what we are doing and actually examine what is not working.
 Need to understand that it is ok to be uncomfortable
Looking to Indigenous ways of doing things
 There are different ways of doing things → Western way have shoved into Indigenous
way. We need to validate Indigenous ways of being, knowing, leading instead of taking
over. Need to let those perspectives lead.
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Divergence of western and Indigenous ways. Land vs. property. Land should be coming
back as non-property. The way we exist on this earth. How can we bring this (walking in
nature) into the urban environment?

Roles


In my community there are roles for everybody. We need to be all able to be in
community in different ways. Find roles that resonate with the individual.

Table 2: How can we leverage the power and capacity of allies in reconciliation work?
 What are allies?
 “Ally” identified by Indigenous people
 Look at everything through a reconciliation lens. When new projects start taking place
in the city we need this lens applied to them, we see this happening in other places
 Potentially everyone can be an ally - how do we grow that?
o Education around truth and history
o Institution offering truth and history to staff and volunteers
o Institution level, sector level, community level
 We need to find ways to invite allies
o Means to communicate to larger community to take part in the larger process
 Work still needs to take place to strengthen the work of those allies and to grow more
allies for this movement
 The Truth is important to Reconciliation, history and education are still needed in the
ally community
 Many groups are waiting for a dialogue such as this to happen to get direction, how can
they link with this process?
 There are resources in the wider community to distribute and support the identified
goals and targets from this process - More alignment of resources between
organizations
 How do we reach new allies or create new allies?
o Starting conversations is key
o Arts as a useful outlet to engage connections
 Build trust and relationships with policy
 Public events
 Blanket exercise, especially with faith groups
 Working with umbrella groups
 How are we being open to new ways of knowing and being?
 Connecting to non-Indigenous groups and organizations
 What are community groups doing in this work?
 There have been way more applications coming in to the Victoria foundation that
mention Indigenous partnerships. They want to make sure they aren’t creating further
burden for First Nations but also want to see what can still be given to those applicants
to help them with their work
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There is sometimes an attitude of needing to “fix” First Nations or that reconciliation is a
First Nations problem
Settlers need to understand their responsibility, people don’t often think about what it
means
There is a government attitude to just fixing reconciliation by adding more resources
without changing assumptions about what their work is and what the future is
It starts with education and after those workshops it is looking at what we are doing as a
society that is still colonization
Question to the word allies as an us/them paradigm
Allyship is an ongoing relationship
Allies are diverse
Needing to find meaningful connections for allies that aren’t token
Challenging for allies at a grassroots level to connect with First Nations of this land
It is not Indigenous peoples’ responsibility to help teach allies
o Allies have homework to do, need to seek the truth
o Onus on Allies to lead workshops and teach other Allies
Allies unsure how to have better relationship with Nations of the territory
How can we connect with Allies in local government sector?
Need to turn interest into action
Some grassroots affiliations to connect with the grand movement
Would be helpful to know what community groups are doing in this area from the First
Nations perspective, who are the allies and what are they doing?
Hard to know the best next step to take, how do we know what the next step is?
There is still lots of understanding to happen

Solutions
 There is a range of opportunities that currently exist, institutions have been offering
training to staff and volunteers
o Example of food systems decolonization work with the CRD brought up
o Sector by sector and community wide education events
o Would be useful to coordinate learning opportunities
 There is an opportunity through the faith community with people, passion and funding
o Blanket exercises could be offered to different churches to help build
understanding
·




Organizations like the Victoria Foundation and the United Way can create an
inventory or canvas their members and see what they are doing (note: Connect with
Carol Hall, Victoria Foundation, as they have already done some of this work)
Community partnership network through the Inter-Cultural Association – can link to
them
Policing community has a role to play
o Still operating with distrust, need to build trust
o Have the possibility of volunteer roles for Indigenous youth if trust is built
o Historical context to work through
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Victoria PD is working with ACEH to do relationship building events and activities
Strong relationships with personal officers but not necessarily with the police
force
o Over representation of First Nations in Courts and Jails, Restorative Justice and
alternative justice programs to funnel Indigenous youth into those systems,
individual officer discretion comes from education, training and teaching new
officers, alternatives to adversarial court process
Larger events and public events that people can come to
An Alliance of 22 on Sunday met to think about their work through a climate and
reconciliation lens
A group of 5 faith groups will be piloting reconciliation workshops in 2019 – talk to
Flossie or Yavhel
Reach out to umbrella groups and networks that may not have a lot of knowledge about
the work of reconciliation
Need a toolkit for organizations, how do I engage?
Needing ways for allies to get together and share and network amongst each other. It is
new work, feels lonely often and there are ways they need to be supported, especially in
the arts community. Needing social and sharing interactions
Sharing what VNFC has already established, an Elders Fundraising event for example,
more public events
Raising awareness at Parades, Hockey games, hyper public events
Volunteering opportunities for Allies
Needing other ways to engage with wider community that is outside of the norm,
finding relevant outreach opportunities
o Indigenous peoples need to see themselves represented in presentations
Can info be coalesced into one place where the work is happening?
o
o















Table 3: In what ways can education be used to enhance the reconciliation dialogue in the
Victoria area?
 Lack of resources in museums and lack of knowledge in museums. Museums are a great
point of contact and can be used as a teaching tool
 Start earlier in school systems, so children know the true history i.e. pre-school
environments
 One on one connections in community
 More voices at the table
 What are the right networks?
 Invite Elders into classrooms = sense of belonging
 School District 62 has an excellent Role Models program, including Elders in
residence. Role models are former students, Elders, community members. Children are
connected to nature, Culture, traditions from local community and Metis Nation of
Greater Victoria, they all learn
 VNFC daycare and preschool - Cultural teachings as part of school
 Theatre Play - blue beads and blueberries - fun way to introduce culture
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There is a top down push and that needs to change - the arts community is doing it
differently and pushing upwards
Don’t complain - create, go into community, bring students to learn about Indigenous
community, SEE versus read about, connect with Elders, realize the impact of learning
from being in the community
Create resources that are simplistic
Connect Indigenous leaders with School districts to create learning resources
Find ways to share - who do we reach out to, how do we find or connect with
resources?
Value of circle and the creation of a network, who are the Indigenous agencies, cultural
leaders, especially for schools and other agencies.
Use VNFC as a hub to list and share these resources or people or projects - how do we
manage this?
Schools have a captured audience, need to capture the attention of those outside
schools - how can we develop tools for sharing with outside organizations (i.e. Rotary
Club). Can we create Train the Trainer modules?
UVic, Michelle Brown - Religious Studies has created dialogue with Indigenous/NonIndigenous populations
It’s hard to be unbiased - need to give more context to what needs to be done
Some people are not connecting to the emotional aspects
Creating relationships, creating conversations about what happened
Negativity and one person’s point of view can negatively impact everyone
Sometimes people need to connect with their own history to connect with Indigenous
history
Not just facts and figures it is individual impact
Look at the Roots of empathy project as a good education model
Partnership activity, funding relationships with umbrella organizations
Some places creating blueprints to share
Do things like the Village Training - levels of government creating some form of
subculture
Look at head vs. heart learning
Convey to the community the Indigenous pride in place and land.
Education needs to be two ways (two-way street)
Let children be a part of the story
Remove the lack of confidence that Indigenous peoples have re: culture and sensitivity
Use smudge and prayers within children’s programming
All Residential School survivors need to have the time to share - often 2nd generation
don’t know
Elders are not being used enough, or are being used incorrectly
Elder support - they need to be remunerated both financially and more socially. They
need respect, need to be listened to. We need to recognize their competence, the
process for remunerating Elders needs to be simplified
Shouldn’t just be a history lesson, needs to be more interactive
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Don't focus on the 10% that will not change, it’s better to work with those that are still
developing (i.e. young)
Have a personal connection to individuals and their needs - and support in education
Remove the institution view of leaning - be experiential
Need to find ways to decolonize our mindset, vocabulary and understanding - variations
on understanding based on age.
When looking for resources how do we get into community, how do we find the
Indigenous people with varying talents?
Balance must be key
Indigenous agencies open the door more
Recognize the safe places and people to help answer hard questions
Remember that Indigenous peoples learn in a different way - linear vs. circular
People are willing to learn Indigenous ways and be open to them - as long as it doesn’t
impact them or their work (i.e. doctors) this needs to change
Engage the students on how they view the best ways of learning, recognize that the
variety might work best
For some groups of people using a blended model including health, nutrition,
Indigenous ways and can be more positive in its outcome

Table 4: How can we effectively engage diverse communities in reconciliation processes,
conversations and actions in an ongoing way?
 What do we mean by “diverse communities”? What are the different communities?
How do we determine the diversity of Victoria?
o All Genders
o Age categories

Different stages of life, different levels of awareness, different stages of
understanding as starting points

People of different ages will likely have different ‘stories’ à younger
groups have likely had more education from a younger age than older
community members as there has been an increase in public dialogue in
recent decades, and integration into school curriculums
o Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities
o Distinction within non-Indigenous population between general settler population
and immigrant/newcomer population.
o Diversity in terms of where people are at in their reconciliation journeys
o Different faith groups
o Arts communities
o Incarcerated communities, Street involved communities, other marginalized
groups that see disproportionate representation of Indigenous people
 How do we engage both Indigenous and non-Indigenous groups?
o How do we engage together in healthy, productive and safe ways?
o Discussed the “walking on eggshells” feeling that non-Indigenous people
experience and how that inhibits their engagement
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Idea: provide structure/guidance in terms of how to walk in these spaces.
“Perfect stranger syndrome”: maintaining a distance from the subject due to
“not knowing”, rather than learning and engaging. Using lack of knowledge as an
excuse for lack of engagement.
How do we engage newcomer Canadians in understanding and learning on these topics?
o Newcomer Canadians often don’t understand the reasons for the way things are
– the reasons why there is so much suffering in Indigenous communities
 Need education to understand the cycles of violence, trauma, addiction
that are at play
 Need access to meaningful education to learn about Canadian society &
history
o Often can be excellent alignment with Indigenous communities and Newcome
Canadians as cultural values/practices often align
Important for all groups to know about where you’re living and the traditional land
marks & names.
o Would like to see more Indigenous language accessible and visible within urban
spaces
o Would like to see more visual representation of who ‘we’ (urban Indigenous
people) are in the urban landscapes
o See the language of local FNs in the Dialogue, the process, gatherings
“Let’s take these circles everywhere”
o Discussed the importance of creating intentional and welcoming spaces like this
one for dialogue
o A foundation for discussions – opening the conversations up, then spreading
further
o More circles, in more/different spaces, different hosts
o Importance of Elder inclusion for honest dialogue
o Training for Indigenous people to host → enhance their leadership in this space
& ability to feel comfortable with the dialogue - confidence building
o Powerful aspect of this dialogue was the thoughtful and direct invitation à how
do we invite people in?
o Different groups and points of view being represented
 Each can then branch out into their own communities
Value of hosting circles in Indigenous vs. non-Indigenous spaces:
o There is value in coming into Indigenous spaces  can be necessary in ensuring
that Indigenous voices are heard, as they are more likely to feel safe in
Indigenous spaces
o Also value in pushing peoples’ boundaries - specifically for non-Indigenous allies
who might feel uncomfortable at first in Indigenous spaces.
Building more spaces for collective action → invoke change
o Need to not only provide more and ongoing spaces for discussion, but also build
spaces for collective and collaborative action
o Action is the hardest part
o Want to start identifying actions and encouraging conversations around “how”
o
o
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“Reconciliation Ecosystem”
o “embedded” - must understand the interconnectedness of everything
o Always building connections and relationships
 “Don’t let the system put us into silos and not reach out to the hands that
are there to help us.”
o Don’t let the ‘system’ disassemble the ecosystem
o Reconciliation is about people - relationships - not just about
agencies/organizations
o Need all levels of community to participate - grassroots up
Resiliency in discomfort
o What does it mean to provide “safe spaces”? à Discomfort is necessary and
inevitable.
o In terms of engaging ‘allies’, how can we build resilience to this discomfort?
Supporting people to be able to feel discomfort without disengaging…
o In terms of supporting Indigenous people in engaging à supporting people to find
the strength to bring themselves when it feels uncomfortable
 Strengthening Indigenous people to feel supported & empowered to
bring their voice.
Diversity in terms of where people are at on the reconciliation journey
o Reconciliation as healing: What healing looks like and what people are healing
from looks different for different individuals.
o How do we access people who are not at the table yet? How do we invite people
in who are not ‘ready’, not yet ‘interested’? Strategies around bringing in people
who aren’t participating actively yet?
Healing through connecting with the land
o Need to connect to the land again in ways that our health is restored →
balancing ourselves
o Also need to help people understand why we acknowledge the land
Multi-faith perspective
o Convo about what reconciliation has been for individuals and how religion has
impacted reconciliation  how can that conversation take place in safe,
respectful & healing ways?
o Build more understanding with the faith communities about their desire to
participate, share, heal
Ways to create safety when bringing diverse groups together in these conversations
o No blaming or victimizing → come with positive forward movement.
o Importance of being good listeners
o Compassion and empathy are crucial aspects of enabling reconciliation dialogue
o Importance of identifying commonalities as well as differences
o Necessity of always understanding and being aware of your own lens à “I am
always sharing through my own filter.”
o Honouring and respecting the diversity of experiences
 Within diverse groups there are diverse individual experiences
Arts communities as potential for reaching people at the heart level
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“Going to where people are”
o Idea: series of resources to support in-house conversations → “neighbour to
neighbour”
o Idea: resource kits → “Program in a basket”, “Pop-up libraries”
 Maybe GVPL would create lending materials for different audiences youth, family, etc.
How do we ensure that vulnerable and marginalized Indigenous are brought into the
conversation?
o Indigenous people who are incarcerated should be contributing
o Indigenous people who are street involved, involved in sex work, struggling with
addictions should be contributing
o How do we reach these people? How do we make them feel safe to share and
able to be at the table?
 Engaging Elders and holding conversations is spaces that are safe and
normal for these populations
 Elder inclusion, guidance, recommendations
Other ways to talk about reconciliation without always calling it ‘reconciliation’
o “Celebrating time immemorial” → subverting the whole “Canada 150” thing.
Celebrating Indigenous people and history prior to colonization, rather than only
talking about Indigenous people in relation to colonization.
 Idea: Canada invest as much in “Celebrating time immemorial” as it did in
“Canada 150”
o Why don’t we have more info about Indigenous people pre-colonization? E.g.
why aren’t there statues of Indigenous ‘heroes’ rather than John A Macdonald
for example?
Ways to bring the conversation more into the public sphere?
o Idea: significant anniversaries acknowledged that are relevant to Indigenous
history in Canada
o Indigenous history month?
o Media
 Brought into local media more

E.g. local radio hosting conversations with local Elders?
o Museums

How can we more effectively engage/educate and use museums as
helpful and productive spaces in these conversations?
 Look to Germany for example of ways they use museums to embody
their past and ensure it isn’t forgotten – even though uncomfortable
 Acknowledgement in public ways the harm that was(is) caused
o Libraries could be strong allies - especially in education actions → people are
comfortable in libraries
What is holding us back from engaging in reconciliation?
o Finite resources
o Unwillingness to share power
o Fear
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Shame
how can we start to break down these power structures?
Skill building Indigenous community members to be the hosts of conversations like this
– organize and run conversations like this – build more Indigenous facilitators ready to
guide these discussions.
utilizing sports and physical activity as locations for engagement/education
Comment about the problem with the notion of “ally” → implies an ‘us-them’ paradigm
where Indigenous people are on the inside of the problem and non-Indigenous people
are on the outside helping out… but non-Indigenous people are as central to the
‘issue’/topic and should start to view themselves that way.
o “Us-them” paradigm can be counterproductive to moving forward together in
reconciliation
Why the decoupling of ‘truth’ from ‘reconciliation’? ‘Truth’ is crucial because the lying to
everyone is a critical part of how colonization upholds itself
Military veterans as another community to engage
o Remembrance Day ceremonies for example tend to erase Indigeneity. Are the
separate days that honour Indigenous veterans antithetical to reconciliation?
What connects people, brings them together?
Meet people where they are in their learning journey.
Encourage people’s personal commitments to reconciliation
Get people into places where they can hear from people with lived experiences
Make resources accessible for some ‘pre-learning’ to help people feel less embarrassed
to enter into conversation
Bringing convos into spaces where people aren’t necessarily ‘ready’ yet
Don’t silo those ‘ready’ for reconciliation from those not ‘ready’
Encourage “Indigenization” in all agencies, sectors, arts, schools
Encourage new Indigenous agencies, businesses, arts groups
Symbolize reconciliation in a traditional process - e.g. broken copper, maybe
ribbons/buttons - something people could wear
o
o




















Table 5: What tangible actions and resources are needed to advance reconciliation in the
Victoria area?
 Commitment to an Indigenous recruitment strategy for all levels of government
 Education
 Re-examine risk assessment tools for justice from an Indigenous perspective
 Greater consultation of those tools by community consultation
 Aboriginal policy and practice framework (APPF)--- need training as to what it means!
 Review of cultural safety training—is it changing people’s thinking?
 Make sure more people (PSA Staff, Municipal Staff, Educators) go through the Cultural
Safety Training as a requirement of employment especially team leaders.
 Project to identify Elders and help build capacity for Elders to be able to consult with
government.
 Taking time to be more inclusive—which will take more money and resources!
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Make a toolkit for organizations to engage with Indigenous community (by the
Indigenous community)
Reconciliation 101 (introduction)
Asking businesses to adopt UNDRIP and TRC in their own practices
Indigenous people seeing themselves reflected in the institutions that are serving them
(culturally etc.)
Safe places (LGBT) having a recommended ally recognition for Indigenous people
Making public buildings welcoming to Indigenous people.
Development of alternative justice measures specific to Victoria.
Cool Aid recognizes the over representation of Indigenous people experiencing
homelessness, so they plan for more Indigenous spaces including cultural supports
(great example of systemic recognition)
Indigenous law field study school—recognizing Indigenous ways of knowing and justice
Building relationships is key

SESSION 3: Roles in Reconciliation
Part 1: Facilitated group dialogue
Three groups of approximately 15 people engage in facilitated discussion prompted by the
guiding questions:
1. What are the unique strengths and resources of Indigenous people and of allies in terms of how
they can contribute to reconciliation?
2. What are the unique challenges and/or barriers for Indigenous people and for allies in terms of
how they can contribute to reconciliation?
Challenges/Barriers
 Breaking down barriers and pre-existing boundaries for the next generation of
Indigenous children
 Schools districts need to be open to different ways of learning
 Truth telling needs to happen
 Provide childcare support to enable participation
 Be better informed about shared resources available
·








Language, for those with other first languages (E.g. FN does not include Metis, Inuit)
Acronyms and terms that are community specific can be a barrier. Language needs to
be simple, accessible, inclusive
The systems used in non-Indigenous agencies
Need a platform to unify Indigenous voice in urban setting
Challenge to decolonize institutions, hard to redefine and change course → need more
institutional accountability
Colonial funding practices don’t reflect needs of reconciliation.
o Need to share info on resources
Challenge: vulnerable people - those trapped in cycles of violence, trauma, addiction.
These people need more attention and support.
Fentanyl/opioid crisis
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Better organizing how we go to FN & Aboriginal community for engagement. More
coordination, not making them lay the groundwork over and over
Move beyond preaching to the converted
Systems can still stifle change and new thoughts
Allies can be hindered because they’re too cautious to step into the space, don’t want to
risk making a mistake
Criminalization of mental health & addictions

Strength & Resources – Specific to Indigenous people
 Communities, Elders
 Language & culture
 Resilience → always building a stronger voice
 Innate desire to gather
 Long term vision and connection to past & ancestors
 Knowledge of land, connection to earth, respect for earth
 Local history knowledge
 Ways of taking care of each other & celebrating community
 *Need to raise awareness regarding complex diversity of Indigenous communities
 Culture and history to be proud of
 Intergenerational storytelling
 Teachings
 Belonging
 Strong role for women in leadership
 Holistic lens/thinking
Strengths and Resources – Specific to Allies
 Allies can offer open-mindedness → willingness to look at this topic as an opportunity
for growth & to do things better
 Allies Privilege → this can be a strength but also a barrier
o Ways to use privilege in positive ways → e.g. amplifying other peoples’ voices
 Can bridge multiple roles
 “Advocacy”
 Role of municipal governments → meaningful location to be building connections
 Role of municipal services (e.g. policing)
 Converting non-allies (people who aren’t engaged at all, and people who are a little
engaged but need to come closer)
 Don’t want non-Indigenous people creating the solutions, but non-Indigenous voices are
important in educating their own communities
 The new school curriculum is a good example of a system adapting and all the different
roles that people play within that
 Responsibility to listen and learn
 Responsibility of allies - challenge the false statements that individuals can sometimes
make about Indigenous peoples
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As an Ally, if a room is not diverse, we can ask why, question what changes need to be
made to bring diversity to that room. Do some research and figure out how to
overcome those barriers
Allies are strong role models, lead by example, Indigenous people too
Service clubs can be a great ally

What does allyship look like?
 knowing protocol, understanding “where you are”. Protocols can act as learning tools
 How to become part of the solution
 Building trust
 Building relationships
 Building a knowledge base - educating yourself
 Listening
 Aligning priorities
Strengths/Resources of both Indigenous Peoples and Allies
 Strength - anyone can do anything, but their mindset may need to change
 Impactful action starts with personal transformation
 What does Reconciliation mean? Defining it for “us” → Victoria. Defining it so it is
inclusive but also decisive
 Articulate a shared vision of our future state in collaboration with community
 Allies can navigate Western society and structures, and likewise Indigenous people can
be guides in their worldview
 Everyone speaking their truth, including acknowledging their privilege and barriers
 People learn well from their peers and can be more persuaded by their peers
 Allies are growing in numbers
 Celebrate everyone’s successes
 Hopeful process that can motivate engagement, looking into an improved future for all
 Toolkits to enhance learning
 Indigenous people & allies can work together in cultural revitalization
 Accessing those funding pots that are accessible
 Sympathetic (Provincial) government & faith community, and also Canadian
government, civic governments
 Updated resource list - across sectors
 “Safe space” stickers for public places so people know it is a reconciliation friendly space
- bringing it to the streets
 Teach people how to create safe dialogue - de-escalation techniques
 An Association of like-minded people & need champions of cultural safety and for them
to be identifiable in community.
o Need to see an identified group so people know they can ask them questions
 Connecting the visible symptoms to historical impacts and explaining how negative
cycles are sustained
 Create a sense of belonging to the reconciliation process
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Tangible program to enhance dialogue
Support the journey of those still discovering their heritage
More public acknowledgement of the harsh truths
Sharing our positive successes
Privilege is great and can be shared, but people need to fundamentally understand

Closing Circle
Participants share their overall reflections on the day.
 Invigoration + inspiration + hope: we can translate this into action and tangible change
 Education + relationships = key ingredients for reconciliation

show up + commitment + following through = true reconciliation
 grateful
 felt welcomed
 power of teamwork
 invigorated with creativity
 Courage
 Power and importance of connecting with other parts of community & getting out of
our bubbles
 Nice to leave with something tangible – tangible commitments and heart knowledge
 These conversations are about opening doors for our grandkids

Importance of everyone taking responsibility and doing their own research

Creativity and changing the way we think and do our business
 Leaving with more tools in my toolbox and ways to talk about reconciliation and think
about it in my workplace
 “Not often you have the opportunity to learn from 40 teachers all at once in one room”
 Feel a movement from ‘readiness’ to ‘engagement’
 Feel a commitment to carrying this forward
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